= Save a copy for yourself and share it :)

if...

ADHD is not always the culprit in a broken relationship. It takes two to make a
relationship work. However, with that said:
Let’s go over a little list together and let’s see if anything sounds familiar.

ADHD could be affecting your relationship…

If a coping mechanism is simply not to talk at all with your partner to keep
from saying the wrong thing. If you’re not communicating, the relationship
isn’t going to make it.
If your partner complains that s/he can never get a word in edgewise,
especially about important issues, because: a) you are interrupting or take
over b) you change the subject as if something else caught your attention c)
assume what s/he is going to say and therefore blurt something else out
impulsively, or d) all of the above or similar. Yes, you could be an ADDer
and if so, treatment will help. The appreciation rock routine, which Joan and
I developed ourselves for our relationship, could help yours as well. Get a
nice small, smooth rock, call it an appreciation rock and while one person is
talking they hold the rock, neither party is allowed to interrupt or speak
while the other is holding the appreciation rock. When one person is
completely finished speaking, they hand the appreciation rock to the other,
it’s their turn. We call it an appreciation rock because nothing should be

spoken in anger or accusingly while holding it, and just as importantly, we
tune ourselves to listen appreciatively. You will soon notice how difficult
this is at first, especially if it is already an issue, but over time this may go a
long way to better communication and understanding, or at least demonstrate
how much interrupting is an issue.
If you’re avoiding the bills because you need that latest game or other
highly stimulating entertainment, yes, then that is more than likely an issue
affecting your relationship.
If you’re using alcohol to work your way through issues, or, avoid them, it’s
a very good idea to seek help. Proper treatment for ADHD can help reduce
the need for such; however, this area needs professional care and support
too. Please, do seek help. There is no shame in seeking help. I was very
lucky in this area, because I grew up working in my father’s restaurants and
grew to detest even the slightest smell of alcohol.
If you are constantly in failing relationships and the same issues tend to
come back to haunt you, then looking in the mirror is a good idea. If you
have ADHD, addressing ADHD with proper treatment will make a world of
difference. Don’t take yourself for granted, because really, if anyone with
ADHD doesn’t seek proper professional treatment in some form, it comes
down to taking one’s self for granted. We can’t get the time back that is lost
due to avoidance. I know we can’t get any lost time back, but when it comes
to avoidance, the regret that comes later sure seems to hurt a lot more.
If you are always concerned about your needs being fulfilled and you are
not aware of your partner’s needs, then ADHD can be the culprit. It’s
important to remember that we, as ADDers, tend to think of ourselves, first,
second and well, third too. Our partners have needs, wants and desires too, if
those are not fulfilled it could eventually lead to the partner seeking to have
those needs, wants and desires fulfilled elsewhere. Treatment for ADHD can
help us look outside of ourselves and realize our partner’s needs are relevant
and not only deserve, but need attention too!
If you leave things undone around the house, not cleaning up spills, leaving
the dishes in the sink, not cleaning up dirt tracked in, or not letting the dog

out on time etc. Trust me; this is affecting your relationship even if your
partner doesn’t complain… yet. This behavior comes across as childish and
ultra disrespectful, but it is not meant to be and it is a very common trait of
ADHD. You know that and I know that. One’s first response could be to get
out of the relationship because that will never change. Proper treatment of
ADHD can help improve such behavior and I believe, when you’re in that
special relationship, you will more than likely want to change and get the
help you need. Wanting-to is not enough when it comes to ADHD though,
that’s why it is a disorder; therefore, proper professional treatment is
imperative.
If you are constantly forgetting things, like picking up the kids,
anniversaries, birthdays and other special events which mean as much to
your partner as they do you, then your ADHD is affecting your relationship.
Out of all the symptoms, I think this is the one where we have to take a
moment and realize that when we are forgotten, or left out, or neglected,
there are few, few things that hurt us more. Think about it: Have you ever
felt neglected or forgotten? We know how it feels, don’t we? Take that in.
Feel it for a moment. People without ADHD feel emotionally too, they hurt
too, they have feelings and need satisfaction as much as the next person and
when in a relationship with an ADDer, sometimes their needs, satisfaction
and hopes get lost as we can’t even find our keys. Treating ADHD can make
that difference.
If during love-making you cannot focus on enjoying it and constantly
consider what comes next, or your mind drifts here and there, then you could
be an ADDer! Seriously, this affects relationships as well and it could be
affecting it profoundly! Treatment can help here too.
If… (go ahead and fill the rest of these in…)

Even if one’s relationship issues are not directly caused by ADHD, we still owe it
to ourselves to seek treatment, because, life has so much to offer and we tend to
miss out on too much. It’s about quality of life, your quality of life and if you are
in a relationship, your partner’s as well.

In any event, please don’t take yourself for granted, because, yes, you do have so
much to offer. You really do. Proper professional treatment can help you be more
than you ever imagined you could be. I truly believe that.
If I had to boil this down to one word, I think that word would be: Consideration.
That’s all I am saying. Not all relationships are meant to be, but, you know, there
are relationships in life you just don’t want to lose! I tend to believe we know
when we have that type of relationship…
Diagnosis with proper treatment will not only help make relationships better and
more fulfilling, but proper treatment can make one’s entire life more rewarding and
satisfying.

Diagnosis with proper treatment equals more out of life!

It really does.

By Bryan Hutchinson
~
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